One&Only

Reethi Rah

Maldives
Welcome to one of the world’s most magical destinations. A place where turquoise clear waters meet cloudless azure skies. Where Indian Ocean breezes sway lush palms. A tropical paradise fringed with 12 pristine beaches. Your very own private island escape. Explore on foot or by bike and feel blissfully alone. Or feel the buzz of beach club, bar or crystalline pools.
**THE OCEAN**

**YOUR**

**LULLABY**

*Live in suspended beauty*

As night falls on your private villa, let star-studded ocean views lull you to sleep. Wake to an exotic dawn chorus and endless vistas of sparkling turquoise and lush green. Sliding glass doors bring the outdoors in as stunning interiors open onto decks, pools, hot tubs, beaches and the ocean itself. Be enthused as you enjoy breathtaking vistas and savour world-class cuisine in glorious beachside seclusion.
An appetite for excellence

Wherever the mood takes you discover French, Asian, Italian, Middle Eastern and Japanese menus showcasing fresh, vibrant local ingredients. Stunning locations around the island let you immerse in another world. Every day brings choices; our enchanting orchid house, over-water dining pavilion, Beach Club, private dining on ocean sandbanks or our open-air bar overlooking the sweeping curves of the Indian Ocean embellished by the sunset.
BODU BERU DANCE
DIVE INTO LIFE

Possibilities without end

Plunge into spellbinding reefs and encounter sharks, rays and turtles, or rise to the surface and canoe, kayak or windsurf across the waves, all courtesy of Club One. Play tennis, volleyball and football on manicured turf and pristine sands. Charter a yacht for big game fishing or drop anchor in a deserted cove for a leisurely picnic in the middle of the Indian Ocean.
To a magical place

Enter your dedicated oasis of rejuvenation. Each tailored treatment becomes an indulgent journey in your own private pavilion. Let your cares drift away with a blissful spa treatment at One&Only Spa, set in a lush garden and above water for a uniquely soothing experience. Soak in each stunning view and rekindle vitality in swirling pools and crystal steam rooms.
Bring the best you within reach. Rise to nature’s rhythms with yoga, Tai Chi, meditation and our Queenax Superfunctional™ training zone under open skies. Visiting practitioners bring unique expertise for total wellbeing and elite performance on championship-grade tennis courts, and a challenging climbing wall. While healthy eating is easy with superfood breakfasts and delicious fresh produce throughout the day.
Let the fun begin

The unique energy of this magical island inspires exploration and discovery in kids of all ages, from tiny to teens. With days spent in the KidsOnly club, One Tribe, pool and club house, or enjoying yoga, scuba diving, local crafts and unforgettable excursions, discoveries form lasting impressions and firm friends. Then, when adventurers sleep, our babysitters will keep a watchful eye.
Made for Love

I do, I do, I do

Weddings and parties at One&Only Reethi Rah are like sunset over the ocean – natural yet breathtaking, grand yet intimate. We tailor to every detail to your vision, from lavish marquees to exotic blooms, your wishes shape it all, while the honeymoon that follows is endlessly romantic. Magnificent locations, expert curation and impeccable service bring unforgettable events, parties and celebrations to vibrant life.
From the heart of pulsating, cosmopolitan cities, to the planet's most remote and untouched destinations, discover havens of unsurpassed comfort and style where every fascination is curated just for you.

One&Only

oneandonlyresorts.com

Discover our unique One&Only destinations
WHEREVER YOU GO BECOMES A PART OF YOU SOMEHOW.

ANITA DESAI